
~ True Magic ~
(Part 1)

- I N T R O D U C T I O N

The word itself is a misnomer. There truly IS no such thing! Here is the key...

In Creation, all things are interrelated, interdependent and woven together in His 
majestic masterpiece of living art.

In this realm of perception we live, there are things and ENERGIES, which have 
“authority” over OTHER things and energies....

This is a NATURAL hierarchy....

The reason why the word “occult” exists, is by its very definition, which means, 
“hidden knowledge” and has nothing to do with any hoodoo, or other such nonsense, 
but the problem is so FEW put themselves to the formidable task of understanding this 
dynamic, interacting with it and manifesting changes to it. THOSE things are hence 
now termed, “magic” when it simply, and more correctly put, is the expression of 
dynamic force and change within certain frameworks of “reality” thereby CHANGING 
same said “reality” into a different form!

All the individual wielding such authority is, merely is the CATALYST to an existing 
already set and ready chain of events, merely being INVOKED by the “practitioner” 
rather than by some “mysterious” or “magical” power! There IS not such thing! The 
level of authority any individual has over these already existing chains of relations is 
directly proportional to how the very elements themselves RESPECT the practitioner, 
and hence, either conforms to the will of them, or remain static and unchanged due to 
the ABSENCE of that very respect....

All things ARE “alive” in ways that the vast majority never comprehend. AND, they 
have “decision-making” abilities as a result. Understanding THAT ALONE, is merely 
the beginning of having embarked upon the path of the very elements of Creation 
themselves respecting YOU.... These “inanimate” objects are anything but inanimate 
you see... One then must come to an understanding upon which plane of existence 
these things truly exist in, and it is PURE NOBILITY.... To “influence” any noble thing, 
one must first be noble themselves, as many animal handlers innately already know....



I have written much on the subject of removing the flesh from the equation, for the 
flesh is not noble as it now resides in a FALLEN state, thereby, NO ONE living IN the 
flesh will have ANY “authority” over the NOBLE realm of which these things live in, 
and obey the same tenets therein...

THAT is your key to “magic” and the lock is the already setup relationships between 
all things... Be the proper KEY and you can turn ANY lock...

Even Science has come to OBSERVE this dynamic, albeit, they do not UNDERSTAND 
it.. In Scientific terms, it is referred to as the “observer” effect. They have seen how the 
OBSERVER of a “reaction” influences the thing BEING observed but do not compre-
hend how this happens or why...

These influences emanate from the ENERGY of the one observing is the culprit, but 
since to those people, that can not be “empirically” expressed, so it remains veiled and 
obscure to them... Einstein, as an example, failed to find the highly touted “Unified 
Field Theory” because, even with the utter brilliance he walked in, he failed to fig-
ure into that equation, the variables associated with the DISCIPLINE of the observer, 
which influences the energy field surrounding them, which in turn, influences whatev-
er it is they are observing... How many scientific breakthroughs have been lost simply 
because they cannot be REPLICATED by others?

Much here to consider as we journey into the walk of DIVINE authority and the over-
whelming power we COULD be walking in, if only we CHOOSE to...
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